
User Instructions 121017  

Tripod Stand Stretch Cover 

1. Position collapsed speaker stand in the intended performance position. The adjustment clamps and knobs used for 
stand operation should be positioned toward the rear of the stand (opposite the sides to be covered). The vertical 
center tube should be on its lowest height setting. 

2. Identify  parts of the Stretch Cover:  
a) Identify the top corner of the stretch cover by locating the cinch strap with D-ring.  
b) Identify the bottom corners of the stretch cover by locating the sewn-in foot pockets.  
c) The side with visible stitching will face in toward the tripod stand. 

3. With the speaker stand in position, open the tripod base to provide a stable footprint.  
4. Begin installation of the cover by placing the integrated foot pockets over the tripod feet.  
5. Next, position the top corner of the stretch cover against the lowered center tube. Leaving at least 3" - 4" of tube 

exposed above the top of the cinch strap is a good rule of thumb, so that installation of the speaker socket and other 
attachments is not affected by the cover. 

6. Wrap the cinch strap around the center tube, looping around the back of the tube so the grippy rubber side is in full 
contact. The loose end of the strap should go thru the D-Ring and then wrap back onto itself; secure the end by 
pressing the hook & loop Velcro together.   

7. Before raising the center tube, install the speaker and other attachments onto stand as normal. 
8. Raise stand to desired height. The stretch cover will automatically stretch to size, creating a tight fit on the stand.  
 

Open Tripod Base Place Feet in Pockets Continue Around Tripod Secure Bottom of  Cover in Place 

Place Cinch Strap  3 - 4” from Top Wrap Cinch Strap Thru D-Ring Secure Velcro Raise Center Tube 


